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Abstract
Propensity score methods are a part of the standard toolkit for applied researchers who wish to ascertain causal effects
from observational data. While they were originally developed for binary treatments, several researchers have proposed
generalizations of the propensity score methodology for non-binary treatment regimes. Such extensions have widened
the applicability of propensity score methods and are indeed becoming increasingly popular themselves. In this article,
we closely examine two methods that generalize propensity scores in this direction, namely, the propensity function
(PF), and the generalized propensity score (GPS), along with two extensions of the GPS that aim to improve its
robustness. We compare the assumptions, theoretical properties, and empirical performance of these methods. On
a theoretical level, the GPS and its extensions are advantageous in that they are designed to estimate the full dose
response function rather than the average treatment effect that is estimated with the PF. We compare GPS with a new
PF method, both of which estimate the dose response function. We illustrate our findings and proposals through
simulation studies, including one based on an empirical study about the effect of smoking on healthcare costs. While
our proposed PF-based estimator preforms well, we generally advise caution in that all available methods can be biased
by model misspecification and extrapolation.
Keywords
Covariate adjustment, generalized propensity score, model diagnostics, propensity function, smooth coefficient model,
stabilized weights, nonparametric models

1 Introduction
One of the most common strategies used in numerous scientific disciplines to make causal inferences in observational studies is to adjust for observed confounding variables. Researchers find that results based on regression
adjustments, however, can be sensitive to model specification, especially when applied to data where the treatment
and control groups differ substantially in terms of their pre-treatment covariates. The propensity score methods of
Rosenbaum and Rubin,1 hereafter RR, aim to address this fundamental problem by reducing the covariate
imbalance between the two groups. RR showed that under the assumption of no unmeasured confounding,
adjusting for the propensity score, rather than potentially high-dimensional covariates, is sufficient for unbiased
estimation of causal effects and this can be accomplished using simple nonparametric methods such as matching
and subclassification.
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Despite their popularity, one limitation of the original propensity score methods is that they are only applicable
to studies with a treatment and control group, that is, studies with a binary treatment. Some years ago, several
researchers proposed generalization of the propensity score methodology for non-binary treatment regimes.2–5
Such extensions have widened the applicability of propensity score methods and are indeed becoming increasingly
popular themselves.
These methods, however, require users to overcome the challenges of (i) correctly modeling a treatment variable
as a function of a possibly large number of pre-treatment covariates and (ii) modeling the response variable. Both
represent significant challenges in practice despite recent progress on more robust modeling strategies.6,7 Standard
diagnostics based on the comparison of the covariate distributions between the treatment and control groups are not
directly applicable to non-binary treatment regimes and the final inference can be quite sensitive to the choice of
response model. This motivated Flores et al.,8 hereafter FFGN, to propose two extensions to the method of Hirano
and Imbens2 that aim to provide more robust estimation through a more flexible response model.
In this article, we closely examine two propensity score-based methods for causal inference with non-binary
treatments, namely, the propensity function (PF) of Imai and van Dyk,3 hereafter IvD; and the generalized
propensity score (GPS) of Hirano and Imbens,2 hereafter HI, along with the FFGN extensions. We compare
the assumptions and theoretical properties of these methodologies when used to estimate a dose–response function (DRF) and examine their empirical performance in practice. Our primary message is cautionary: estimating
the full DRF with a continuous treatment in an observational study is challenging. Researchers should be cautious when attempting to do so.
The methods of IvD and HI each formalize a framework for inference, but are based on ideas that appear
earlier in the literature.4,9–11 In this article we focus on the estimation of the DRF in an observational study in
which both the covariates and treatment are fixed, as outlined in HI. This is the simplest setting beyond estimating
an average treatment effect and is a well-defined testing ground for the clear comparison of available methods. As
we shall see, even in this simple setting standard methods may exhibit unacceptable statistical properties.
The methods of IvD and HI are not the only ones that can be used to estimate the effect of non-binary treatments
in observational studies. Inverse probability weighting (IPW)5 (hereafter RHB) for example, is a general method that
(like GPS) enjoys wide application beyond the estimation of a DRF, such as estimating the effect of time-varying
treatments and with longitudinal data.12–14 Ertefaie and Stephens15 provides a comparison of IPW and GPS in this
setting. In part due to space constraints, we focus on using GPS and PF to estimate the DRF, and discuss IPW only
insofar as it comes into one of the extensions of the GPS proposed by FFGN.
The remainder of this article is organized into five sections. Section 2 reviews the theoretical properties of the
original propensity score methodology and its interrelated generalizations. While the GPS is designed to estimate
the DRF, the PF estimates the average treatment effect. In section 3, we compare the methods of IvD, HI, and
FFGN both theoretically and empirically. We demonstrate that the response model used by HI is less flexible than
those typically used with propensity score methods and that the methods proposed by FFGN to address this
problem can exhibit undesirable properties. We also show that one of FFGN’s methods can be improved by using
the stabilized weights of RHB, effectively implementing IPW to estimate the full DRF. In section 4, we compare
these methods with a new proposal and show how the method of IvD can also be extended for robust estimation
of the full DRF. The efficacy of the proposed methodology is illustrated through simulation studies in section 4
and an empirically based study in section 5. Section 6 offers concluding remarks while online Appendix 1 presents
additional simulation results and online Appendix 2 introduces a robust variant of HI’s method. Table 1 lists and
defines the abbreviations used in the text.

2 Methods
Suppose we have a simple random sample of size n with each unit consisting of a p-dimensional column vector of
pretreatment covariates, X i , the observed univariate treatment, Ti, and the outcome variable, Yi. Although IvD’s
method can be applied to multivariate treatments, here we assume the treatment is univariate to facilitate comparison with the method of HI. We omit the subscript when referring to generic values of X i , Ti, and Yi.
We denote the potential outcomes by Y ¼ fYi ðtÞ; t 2 T for i ¼ 1; . . . ; ng, where T is a set of possible treatment
values and Yi ðtÞ is a function that maps a particular treatment level of unit i, to its outcome. This setup implies the
stable unit treatment value assumption16 that the potential outcome of each unit is not a function of treatment level
of other units and that the same version of treatment is applied to all units. In addition, we assume strong
ignorability of treatment assignment, i.e. YðtÞ ?? TjX and pðT ¼ tjXÞ > 0 for all t 2 T , which implies no unmeasured confounding (RR).
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Table 1. List of abbreviations used in text.
Abbreviation

Meaning

DRF
FFGN
GPS
HI
IPW
IvD
PF
RHB
RR
SCM

dose response function
the paper by Flores, Flores-Lagunes, Gonzalez and Neumann8
generalized propensity score
the paper by Hirano and Imbens2
inverse probability weighting
the paper by Imai and van Dyk3
propensity function
the paper by Robins, Hernán and Brumback5
the paper by Rosenbaum and Rubin1
smooth coefficient model

2.1 The propensity score with a binary treatment
RR considered the case of treatment variables that take on only two values, T ¼ f0; 1g, where Ti ¼ 1 (Ti ¼ 0)
implies that unit i receives (does not receive) the treatment and defined the propensity score to be the conditional
probability of assignment to treatment given the observed covariates, i.e. eðXÞ ¼ pðT ¼ 1jXÞ. In practice, eðXÞ is
typically estimated using a parametric treatment assignment model pw ðT ¼ 1jXÞ where w is a vector of unknown
parameters. The appropriateness of the fitted model can be assessed via the celebrated balancing property of eðXÞ,
namely, that covariates should be independent of the treatment conditional on the propensity score, X ?? TjeðXÞ.
^ ¼ 1jXÞ should not be accepted unless adjusting for e^ðXÞ results in
In particular, the fitted model, e^ðXÞ ¼ pwðT
adequate balance.
In order to estimate causal quantities, we must properly adjust for e^ðXÞ. RR propose three techniques:
matching, subclassification, and covariance adjustment. We focus on subclassification and covariance adjustment
because they are more closely related to the generalizations for non-binary treatments. The key advantage of
propensity scores when applying these methods, and the inverse weighting method discussed below, is dimension
reduction. They only require adjustment for a scalar variable e^ðXÞ rather than for the entire covariate vector.
With subclassification (RR), we adjust for e^ðXÞ by dividing the observations into several subclasses based on
e^ðXÞ. Individual response models are then fitted within each subclass, adjusting for e^ðXÞ and sometimes X along
with T. The overall causal effect is then computed as the weighted average of the within-class coefficients of T,
with weights proportional to the size of subclass. The standard error of the causal effect is typically computed by
treating the within-subclass estimates as independent of one another.
With covariance adjustment (RR), we regress the response variable on e^ðXÞ separately for the treatment and
control groups. Specifically, we divide the data into the treatment and control groups and fit the regression model,
EðYjX; T ¼ tÞ ¼ at þ bt  e^ðXÞ, separately for t ¼ 0, 1. The average causal effect is then estimated as

N 
1X
^  e^ðX i Þ  ^a 0  b
^  e^ðX i Þ ¼ ð^a 1  ^a 0 Þ þ ðb
^ b
^ Þ  e^ðXÞ
a^ 1 þ b
1
0
1
0
N i¼1

(1)

where e^ðXÞ is the sample mean of the estimated propensity score.
Subclassification and covariance adjustment (along with methods such as matching and IPW) aim to provide
robust flexible adjustment for e^ðXÞ in the response model. As we shall see below, the flexibility of the
response model is important especially for non-binary treatment regimes. This is because unlike the treatment
assignment model which has an effective diagnostic tool based on the balancing property of propensity scores, the
response model lacks such diagnostics.

2.2 Propensity score: methods for non-binary treatments
Suppose now that T is a more general set of treatment values, perhaps categorical or continuous. It is in this
setting that that IvD introduced the PF and that HI introduced the GPS. (IvD also allow for multi-variate
treatments, which we do not discuss in this paper.) In what follows, we review and compare these generalizations
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of propensity score methods. In particular, we consider the following aspects of propensity score adjustment with
binary treatments that both IvD and HI generalize:
1. Treatment assignment model: Model the distribution of the treatment assignment given covariates to estimate
the propensity score, i.e. e^ðXÞ.
2. Diagnostics: Validate e^ðXÞ, by checking for covariate balance, i.e. T?? Xj^
e ðXÞ.
3. Response model: Model the distribution of the response given the treatment, adjusting for e^ðXÞ via matching,
subclassification, covariance adjustment, or IPW.
4. Causal quantities of interest: Estimate the causal quantities of interest and their standard error based on the
fitted response model.
2.2.1 Treatment assignment model
As in the case of the binary treatment, we begin by modeling the distribution of the observed treatment assignment given the covariates using a parametric model, pw ðTjXÞ, where w is a set of parameters. Common choices of
pw ðTjXÞ include the Gaussian or multinomial regression models when the treatment variable is continuous or
categorical, respectively. HI define the GPS as R ¼ rðT; XÞ ¼ pw ðTjXÞ. That is, the GPS is equal to the treatment
assignment model density (or mass) function evaluated at the observed treatment variable and covariate for a
particular individual. This is analogous to the propensity score for the binary treatment, which can be written as
eðXÞ ¼ rð1; XÞ ¼ pw ðT ¼ 1jXÞ.
Before HI coined the term GPS, the same quantity was used by RHB in IPW. In particular, RHB considered
using weights equal to 1=rðT; XÞ and then, noting the instability of these weights, suggested using the stabilized
weights W ¼ WðT; XÞ ¼ pw0 ðTÞ=pw ðTjXÞ instead. For example, if we use a normal linear model for pw ðTjXÞ, i.e.
Ti jX i  N ðX Ti b; r2 Þ, we might use a normal model for pw0 ðTÞ, i.e. Ti N ðl; s2 Þ. Although RHB first proposed the
quantity, we use HI’s now standard term, GPS, for rðT; XÞ.
IvD summarize pw ðTjXÞ in a manner that is qualitatively different. First, they define the PF to be the entire
conditional density (or mass) function of the treatment, namely ew ðjXÞ ¼ pw ðjXÞ. This is also analogous to the
propensity score for the binary treatment case because ew ðjXÞ is completely determined by eðXÞ ¼ pw ðT ¼ 1jXÞ.
In order to summarize the PF, IvD introduce the uniquely parameterized propensity function assumption which
states that for every value of X, there exists a unique finite-dimensional parameter, h 2 H, such that ew ðjXÞ
depends on X only through hw ðXÞ. In other words, h uniquely represents efjhw ðXÞg, which we may therefore
2
2
write as eðjhÞ or simply h ¼ hw ðX i Þ. For example, if we model the treatment, Ti  N ðX >
i b; r Þ with w ¼ ðb; r Þ, the
>
scalar hi ¼ X i b uniquely represents ew ðjX i Þ. In practice, w, w0, hi , Wi, Ri, and ri are estimated from data; we
^ w
^ , ^hi ; W
^ i ; R^ i , and r^i , respectively.
denote their estimates by w;
0
2.2.2 Diagnostics
Diagnostics for the treatment assignment model rely on balancing properties of the IPW, PF and GPS. For
example, IvD shows that the PF is a balancing score, i.e. T ?? XjeðjhÞ. IvD suggest checking balance by regressing
each covariate on T and ^h, e.g. using Gaussian and/or logistic regression and comparing the distribution of the
t-statistics for each of the resulting regression coefficients of T with the standard normal distribution via a normal
quantile plot. Improvement in balance can be assessed by constructing the plot again in the same manner except
that ^
h is left out of each regression. Although not typical used, this diagnostic is equally applicable in the binary
treatment case.
HI, on the other hand, show that 1fT ¼ tg is independent of X given rðt; XÞ, where 1fg is an indicator function
and the GPS is evaluated at t 2 T . Following the covariate balancing property for the binary propensity score, HI
construct a series of binary treatments by coarsening the original treatment T in the form ftj < T  tjþ1 g for
some t1 ; t2 ; . . . ; tJ . Covariate balance is then checked for these binary treatment variables by first subclassifying
units on ^
r ðT~j ; XÞ, where T~j is the median of the treatment variable among units with 1ftj < T  tjþ1 g ¼ 1. Then,
two-sample t-tests are performed within each subclass to compare the mean of each covariate among units with
1ftj < T  tjþ1 g ¼ 0 against that among units with 1ftj < T  tjþ1 g ¼ 1. Finally the within-subclass differences in means and the variances of these differences are combined to compute a single t-statistic for
each covariate. HI suggest repeating this diagnostics for several choices of ft1 ; . . . ; tJ g that cover the range of
observed T.
Because the same treatment models are used with both methods the diagnostics for each may be used for the
other. In any case, failure to reject the null hypothesis of perfect balance does not imply balance and hence the
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diagnostics must be interpreted carefully. In fact, a small (within subclass) sample size, may limit the ability to
detect a lack of balance.17
2.2.3 Response model
The response models proposed by IvD and HI are quite different, with HI relying more heavily on parametric
assumptions. IvD propose two response models. The first is completely analogous to the subclassification technique proposed by RR. The data are subclassified on ^h and individual response models are fitted within each
subclass, adjusting for ^h and typically X along with T. The second is a smooth coefficient model (SCM), which
allows the intercept and slope to vary smoothly as a function of the PF
EðYjT; ^hÞ ¼ fð^hÞ þ gð^hÞ  T

(2)

where fðÞ and gðÞ are unknown smooth continuous functions. In our numerical illustrations, we fit this model
using the R package mgcv developed by Simon Wood, in which smooth functions are represented as a weighted
sum of known basis functions, and the likelihood is maximized with an added smoothness penalization term. We
use penalized cubic regression splines as the basis functions, with dimension equal to five.
In contrast, HI propose to estimate the conditional expectation of the response as a function of the observed
^ They recommend using a flexible parametric function of the two arguments and
treatment, T, and the GPS, R.
give the following Gaussian quadratic regression model
^ ¼ a0 þ a1  T þ a2  T2 þ a3  R^ þ a4  R^ 2 þ a5  T  R^
EðYjT; RÞ

(3)

This can be viewed as a generalization of RR’s covariance adjustment technique, which in the binary treatment
case involves regressing Y on e^ðXÞ separately for the treatment and control groups. HI, on the other hand,
parametrically estimate the average outcome for all possible treatment levels simultaneously via the quadratic
regression on T given in equation (3). Non-parametric response models for the GPS are suggested by FFGN, see
section 2.2.5.
2.2.4 Estimating causal quantities
The PF was designed to estimate the average causal effect. Under equation (2) this involves averaging gðh^i Þ across
all units. Bootstrap standard errors are computed by resampling the data and refitting both the treatment assignment and response models. With subclassification, computing the estimated average causal effect proceeds exactly
as in the binary case. Because a response model is fit conditional on T within each subclass, we can also in
principle average these fitted models and estimate the DRF. While we illustrate this possibility in our simulations,
we advocate a flexible non-parametric approach in section 4.1.
In contrast, to estimate the DRF, HI computes the average potential outcome on a grid of treatment values. In
particular, at treatment level t, they compute
N
1X
E^fYðtÞg ¼
ð^a 0 þ ^a 1  t þ ^a 2  t2 þ ^a 3  ^r ðt; X i Þ þ ^a 4  r^ðt; X i Þ2 þ ^a 5  t  ^r ðt; X i ÞÞ
N i¼1

(4)

In equation (4) the mean response had all individuals received dose t is estimated by computing a dose-specific
score: r is evaluated at t, not T. While not unprecedented,4,11 this distinguishes the method from the PF, for which
there is a single score for each individual. This difference has ramifications. When the inverse GPS is used as a
weight, it cannot be stabilized in the standard manner because pw^ 0 ðtÞ does not vary among individuals so that
pw^ 0 ðtÞ=rðt; X i Þ / 1=rðt; X i Þ. Standard errors can be calculated using the bootstrap, taking into account the estimation of both the GPS and model parameters.
In practice, we are often interested in the relative DRF, EfYðtÞ  Yð0Þg, which compares the average outcome
under each treatment level with that under the control, i.e. t ¼ 0. Of course, in some studies there is no control per
se and we revert to EfYðtÞg. In our simulation studies, we report the relative DRF while in our applied example
we report the DRF which is more appropriate in its particular context.
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2.2.5 Extensions of the method of HI
Unfortunately, the quadratic regression in equation (3) is not sufficiently flexible for robust estimation of the DRF,
see section 3. Bia et al.18 and FFGN point out that misspecification of equation (3) can result in biased causal
quantities and consider similar nonparametric regression methods. In particular, they generalize equation (3) with
^ ¼ bðT; RÞ
^
EðYjT; RÞ

(5)

^
^ is a flexible nonparametric model; in our numerical studies, we use a SCM.a The DRF, EfYðtÞg,
where bðT; RÞ
and its standard errors are computed as in equation (4), but with
N
1X
^ r^ðt; X i Þ
E^fYðtÞg ¼
b½t;
N i¼1

(6)

Because the SCM is a function of the GPS, we refer to this method as SCM(GPS).
FFGN also propose a second method which involves a GPS version of inverse probability weighting. We refer
to this method as IPW0 because it uses naive rather than stabilized weights; recall that stabilization is not possible
when using 1=^
r ðt; X i Þ as weights, see section 2.2.4. The IPW0 estimate of the DRF is
XN
E^fYðtÞg ¼

K~ ðTi  tÞ  Yi
i¼1 h;X
X
N
K~ ðTi  tÞ
i¼1 h;X

(7)

where K~ h;X ðTi  tÞ ¼ Kh ðTi  tÞ=^r ðt; X i Þ, KðÞ is a kernel function with the usual properties, h is a bandwidth
satisfying h ! 0 and Nh ! 1 as N ! 1, and Kh ðÞ ¼ h1 Kð=hÞ. This is the local constant regression (Nadaraya–
Watson) estimator but now with each individual’s kernel weight being divided by its GPS at t. To avoid boundary
bias and to simplify derivative estimation, the IPW0 estimates EfYðtÞg using a local linear regression of Y on T
with a weighted kernel function K~ h;X ðTi  tÞ, i.e.
D0 ðtÞS2 ðtÞ  D1 ðtÞS1 ðtÞ
E^fYðtÞg ¼
S0 ðtÞS2 ðtÞ  S21 ðtÞ

(8)

XN
XN
~ h;X ðTi  tÞðTi  tÞj and Dj ðtÞ ¼
K
K~ ðTi  tÞðTi  tÞj Yi . The global bandwidth can be
where Sj ðtÞ ¼
i¼1
i¼1 h;X
19
chosen following the procedure of Fan and Gijbels. We use equation (8) as the IPW0 estimator in our numerical
studies.
Unfortunately, IPW0 can be very unstable, owing to the infinite variance of 1=rðt; X i Þ, at least when the treatment is
^
continuous (RHB). To improve IPW0 we replace 1=^
r ðt; X i Þ with Robins’ stabilized weight WðT;
XÞ. We denote this
method IPWSW, where the subscript indicates its stabilized weights. Notice that these weights are evaluated at T rather
than t. This is a fundamental difference from the methods laid out by HI. In this regard, IPWSW should be viewed as
^ i ; X i Þ.
IPW in flexible kernel smoothing regression, namely via equation (7), but with K~ h;X ðTi  tÞ ¼ Kh ðTi  tÞWðT
Table 2 summarizes the specific estimates of the DRF that we compare in sections 3 to 5.

3 Comparing the GPS and the PF
In this section, we examine the differences between the methods of IvD, HI, and FFGN using both simulation
studies and theoretical comparisons. The key differences lie in how the method summarizes pðTjXÞ: the GPS
evaluate this density at the observed covariate, whereas the PF uniquely parameterizes it. As we show below, this
difference leads to alternative response models and markedly divergent results.

3.1 Simulation study I
In our first simulation study, we generate 2000 observations, each of which includes a single continuous covariate,
ind
X, a continuous univariate treatment, T, and a response variable, Y. We simulate Xi  N ð0:5; 0:25Þ and
ind
ind
Ti jXi  N ðXi ; 0:25Þ and assume that the potential outcome is distributed as Yi ðtÞjTi ; Xi  N ð10Xi ; 1Þ for all
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Table 2. Estimates of the DRF.
Estimate
IvD
HI
SCM(GPS)
IPW0
IPWSW
SCM(PF)

Description
Using ^h to form S subclasses, fit a linear model within each subclass and average the S fitted models
to estimate DRF.
Estimate the DRF with equations (3) and (4)a
Same as HI, but with the quadratic regressions in (3) and (4) replaced by a SCM as in equations (5) and (6)
Same as HI, but with the quadratic regressions in equations (3) and (4) replaced by the kernel smoothing
regression in equations (7) and (8).
~ h;X ðTi  tÞ ¼ Kh ðTi  tÞW
^ ðTi ; X i Þ.
Same as IPW0, but with K
Estimate the DRF with equations (11) and (12), see section 4.

Note: Methods differ in their response models, but not their treatment models.
a
In the linear fit of Simulation II, the quadratic models in equations (3) and (4) are replaced by linear models.

t 2 T . (Here and elsewhere we parameterize the Normal distribution in terms of its mean and variance.) Under
this simulation setup, the true treatment effect is zero and the true DRF is five for all t. We deliberately choose this
simple setting where any reasonable method should perform well. Fitting a simple linear regression of Y on T
yields a statistically significant treatment effect estimate of roughly five. However, adjusting for X in the regression
model is sufficient to yield an estimate that is much closer to and is not statistically different from the true effect
of zero.
ind
Using the correctly specified treatment assignment model, Ti jXi  N ðXi ; 0:25Þ, the marginal distribution of the
treatment, Ti N ð0:5; 0:5Þ, and the response models given in Table 2, we implement the HI, IvD, SCM(GPS),
IPW0, and IPWSW methods. For the purposes of illustration, we do not adjust for ^h within each subclass when
using IvD’s method. Owing to the linear structure of the generative model, doing so would dramatically reduce
bias even with a small number of subclasses. Here we illustrate, instead, how bias can be reduced by increasing the
number of subclass; we implement IvD with S ¼ 5, 10, and 50 subclasses. For the methods other than IvD, we use
a grid of 10 equally spaced points between 0.5 and 1.5, t1 ; . . . ; tD with D ¼ 10, to compute the relative DRF and
its derivative. Standard errors are computed using 1000 bootstrap replications.
Figure 1 presents the results. In the first row, we plot the estimated relative DRF while the second row plots the
estimated derivative of the DRF. For HI, SCM(GPS), IPW0, and IPWSW the derivative is computed as
"
#
^
^
^
^
EfYðt
1 EfYðt
dþ1 Þg  EfYðtd Þg
d Þg  EfYðtd1 Þg
þ
2
tdþ1  td
td  td1

(9)

for d ¼ 2; . . . D  1. For d ¼ 1, we simply use the first term in equation (9) and for d ¼ 10 we use the second term in
equation (9). For IvD, the derivative is the weighted average of the within subclass linear regression coefficient;
95% point-wise confidence intervals are shaded gray.
Figure 1 shows that even in this simple simulation, all methods except IPW0 miss the true relative DRF and its
derivative, albeit to differing degrees. The behavior of IvD’s estimate improves with more subclasses, a luxury we
can afford here because of the large sample size. IvD makes the general recommendation that the within subclass
models be adjusted for X or at least for ^h. Because of the simple structure of this simulation, doing so would result in
a correctly specified model even with a single subclass, eliminating bias in the estimated average treatment effect.b
We do not recommend estimating the DRF by averaging the unadjusted within subclass models, but do so here to
facilitate comparisons between the methods. We propose a new estimate of the DRF using the PF in section 4.1.
The performance of HI’s method is particularly poor; it differs only slightly from the unadjusted regression.
Although SCM(GPS) offers limited improvement, it also introduces a cyclic artifact into the fit. We see this
pattern again and discuss it in section 1.3. IPW0, on the other hand, results in an unstable fit that is characterized
by large standard errors. The performance of these methods are especially troubling both because the GPS was
expressly designed to estimate the DRF and because the current simulation setup is so simple. Given their
performance here, it is difficult to expect these methods to succeed in more realistic settings. While IPWSW
also misses the mark in Simulation I, it is important to emphasize that RHB did not propose to use IPW to
estimate the full DRF. The primary goal of this paper is to explain why the GPS-based methods can fail and to
provide a more robust estimate of the DRF.
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Figure 1. Results of Simulation Study I. The first row plots the estimated relative DRF with the horizontal solid line representing the
true relative DRF. For IvD, we use S ¼ 5, 10, 50 subclasses. The solid diagonal line for the method of HI is the unadjusted regression of
Y on T. The second row plots the estimated derivatives of the DRF with the solid line representing the truth. In both rows, the grey
shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. The estimated derivative for IPW0 is plotted on a different scale as its standard
error is significantly larger than that of the other methods.

Figure 2. The Varying Flexibility of the Response Models. The plots show the mean potential outcome as a function of the GPS and T
under HI’s quadratic response model (left panel), fitted SCM(GPS) (middle panel), and covariance adjustment GPS (right panel).
Covariance adjustment GPS fits a quadratic regression (YR þ R2 ) in each of several subclasses based on T, see online Appendix 2 for
details. We use 10 subclasses but only plot five. Subclassification is by far the most flexible of the three response models.

One reason that GPS-based methods can perform poorly is that their response model are based on overly
strong parametric assumptions, especially equation (3). This is illustrated in Figure 2 which compares the fitted
mean potential outcome as a function of the GPS and T under the HI model (left panel) and under SCM(GPS)
(middle panel) (online Appendix 1.1 provides additional discussion based on analytical calculations.) The fitted
potential outcomes differ substantially and are considerably more constrained under the quadratic model of HI.
To fit an even more flexible response model, we subclassified the data into 10 subclasses based on T, and fit a
quadratic regression for Y as a function of the GPS separately within each of the subclasses. Five out of the 10
within subclass fit are plotted in the right most plot in Figure 2. The results differ substantially from HI and reveal
the considerable constraint of the quadratic response model. Subclassifying on T in this way leads to a new
response model and a corresponding new GPS-based estimate of the DRF; this method is discussed in online
Appendix 2.
Given the relatively large sample size used in Simulation I (n ¼ 2000), we replicate the study with a reduced
sample size (n ¼ 500). Although we observe an increase in standard errors for both the estimated relative DRF and
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its derivative, the qualitative relative performance of the methods remains the same; results appear in online
Appendix 1.2.

3.2 Simulation study II
Although IvD’s response model in Simulation I is misspecified in terms of its adjustment for X, the method may
benefit from its assumption that the DRF is linear in T. We address this in the second simulation that compares
the performance of the methods under several alternative generative models. We also explore the frequency
properties of the methods.
Suppose we have a simple random sample of 2000 observations that includes a trivariate normal covariate,
ðX1 ; X2 ; X3 Þ, with mean vector (1, 1, 4), component variances all equal to one, CorrðX1 ; X2 Þ ¼ 0:3;
CorrðX1 ; X3 Þ ¼ 0:4, and CorrðX2 ; X3 Þ ¼ 0:6. Suppose further that the treatment is generated according to
ind
TjX  N ðX1  X22 þ 0:5X3 ; 1Þ and the response is generated according to one of four response models
ind

• Gaussian Linear DRF:YðtÞjt; X  N ðX1 þ 2X2 þ t; 9Þ,
ind

• Gaussian Quadratic DRF:YðtÞjt; X  N ððX1 þ 2X2 þ tÞ2 ; 9Þ,
n
o
ind
2 þt;9Þ
• Lognormal DRF:YðtÞjt; X  exp N ðX1 þ2X
, or
5
(
ind
N ððX1 þ 2X2 Þ2 ; 9Þ
t  0
• Gaussian Piecewise-Quadratic DRF:YðtÞjt; X 
2
N ððX1 þ 2X2 þ tÞ ; 9Þ t > 0
Unlike the Gaussian response models the lognormal model exhibits significant heteroskedasticity; the central
95% of the conditional variances range from 0.3 to 17.8. On the other hand, the piecewise-quadratic model shows
the greatest degree of nonlinearity.
To isolate the difference between the methods, we use the correctly specified treatment model in our analyses.
(We use the R function density to estimate the marginal distribution of T for use in stabilized weights.) For the
fitted response model under HI and IvD’s methods, we consider Gaussian regression models that are linear and
quadratic in T. In particular for the method of IvD we fit (i) Y  T and (ii) Y  T þ T2 within each of S ¼ 10
equally sized subclasses, and for the method of HI we fit (i) Y  T þ R þ R2 þ R  T and (ii)
Y  T þ T2 þ R þ R2 þ R  T. With IvD, the relative DRF is computed by averaging the coefficients of the
within subclass models. The response models given in Table 2 are used for SCM(GPS), IPW0, and IPWSW.
For the GPS-based methods and IPW, the relative DRF is evaluated at 10 equally spaced values of t between
1.9 to 3.4. The entire procedure was repeated using all methods on each of 1000 data sets generated with the
same covariate and treatment models and with each of the three generative response models. All of the fitted
response models are misspecified in their adjustment for X and/or T, as we expect in practice. Thus, this simulation study investigates the robustness of the methods to typical misspecification of the response model.
Figures 3 and 4 report the average of the estimated relative DRFs across the simulations (dashed lines)
along with their two standard deviation intervals (shaded regions). The true relative DRF functions are plotted
as solid lines.
The IvD method performs reasonably well when the generative model is linear (row 1). When IvD is fit with a
quadratic model (column 3), the DRF is estimated with little bias though the estimate has higher variability. IvD
exhibits significant bias only when the fitted model is linear and the true DRF is non-linear (column 1, rows 2 and
3). The HI method, on the other hand, exhibits appreciable bias even when the fitted response model matches the
true model in its functional dependence on t. Like the IvD method, the bias is most acute when the fitted model is
linear but the true DRF is not. Unlike with IvD, however, the 95% frequency intervals of HI miss the true value
appreciably across a wide range of treatment values.
The first three columns of Figure 4 give result for SCM(GPS), IPW0, and IPWSW and show that IPW0 and
IPWSW improve on HI for both the quadratic and piecewise-quadtratic DRF, although the variances are larger.
For the linear DRF, SCM(GPS) is comparable to HI while IPW0 exhibits enormous variance, and IPWSW
exhibits moderate variance. Except for the variance of IPW0, the heteroscedasticity of the lognormal response
model does not significantly effect the three methods.
As in Simulation I, we replicate Simulation II with a reduced sample size of n ¼ 500. Although standard errors
are larger with the smaller sample size, the relative performance of the methods is qualitatively similar; see online
Appendix 1.2.
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Figure 3. Estimated Relative DRFs in Simulation Study II Using the Methods of IvD and HI. The solid lines plot the true relative
DRFs, the dashed lines plot the means of the fitted relative DRFs across 1000 simulations, and the gray shaded regions plot
two standard deviation pointwise intervals across the 1000 fits. The evenly spaced grid of evaluation points used with HI is
also plotted as solid circles. The method of HI shows a substantial bias with all six combinations of generative and fitted
response models. The method of IvD, on the other hand, exhibits significant bias only when the fitted model is linear and the
generative is not.

3.3 Simulation study III
This simulation study aims to investigate the effect of a heteroscedastic treatment and the robustness of the
methods to misspecification of the treatment model. The simulation setup is exactly as in Simulation study II
(i.e. the same sample size, covariate distribution, and replication) but we consider a heteroscedastic treatment,
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Figure 4. Estimated Relative DRFs in Simulation Study II for the SCM(GPS), IPW0, IPWSW, and SCM(PF) Methods. Solid lines, dashed
lines, and gray regions represent the true relative DRFs the means of the 1000 fitted relative DRFs and 95% pointwise intervals. Points
represent the evenly spaced grid points. The SCM(PF) method is discussed in Section 4.1.
Linear Gaussian Generative Model
Quadratic Gaussian Generative Model
Lognormal Generative Model
Piecewise-Quadratic Generative Model
ind

TjX  N ðX1  X22 ; 0:25X23 Þ. The response is generated according to the Gaussian quadratic DRF of Simulation
study II. This simulation is repeated using two fitted treatment models
ind

• Correctly Specified Treatment Model: TjX  N ðb0 þ b1 X1 þ b2 X22 ; r2 X23 Þ
ind

• Misspecified Treatment Model: TjX  N ðb0 þ b1 X1 þ b2 X22 ; r2 Þ:
(We consider misspecification of both the mean and variance of the treatment model in section 5.2.) The
parameters of both treatment models are fit via maximum likelihood and the marginal treatment model is fit
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Figure 5. Estimated Relative DRFs under the Heteroscedastic Treatment of Simulation Study III. Solid lines, dashed lines, and gray
regions represent the true relative DRFs, the means of the 1000 fitted relative DRFs and 95% pointwise intervals.
Linear Gaussian Generative Model
Quadratic Gaussian Generative Model
Lognormal Generative Model
Piecewise-Quadratic Generative Model

using the R function density. The estimated DRFs fit with SCM(GPS), IPW0,c and IPWSW using the response
models in Table 2 appear in the first three columns of Figure 5. The specification of the treatment model has little
effect on SCM(GPS). For both of the IPW methods, the choice of treatment model effects the variance more than
the bias of the fitted DRF.
Taking the results of Simulations I to III together, IPWSW preforms better than the other methods. The GPS
methods (HI, SCM(GPS), and IPW0) are explicitly designed to estimate the DRF but seem ill-suited to the task.

3.4 Theoretical considerations and methodological implications
Both the GPS and PF generalize RR’s propensity score. In the binary case, pðTjXÞ is uniquely determined by
eðXÞ ¼ pðT ¼ 1jXÞ. IvD focus on uniquely determining the full conditional distribution of T given X, and assume
this conditional distribution is parameterized and can be uniquely represented by h. HI, on the other hand, does
not constrain the treatment assignment model in this way and instead, following the binary propensity score,
evaluates pðTjXÞ to compute propensity weights or GPS. In this way the GPS does not uniquely determine pðTjXÞ.
There may be multiple distributions that are equal when evaluated at a particular t. The assumption of a uniquely
parameterized propensity function constrains the choice of treatment model that can be used for a PF. In practice,
however, the same treatment models are typically used by both methods.
Comparing IvD and HI, the assumption of IvD allows a stronger form of strong ignorability of the treatment
assignment given the propensity function. In particular, Result 2 of IvD states
• Ignorability of IvD: pfYðtÞjT; eðjhÞg ¼ pfYðtÞjeðjhÞg for every t.
Whereas, in their Theorem 2.1, HI show
• Ignorability of HI: pT ftjrðt; XÞ; YðtÞg ¼ pT ftjrðt; XÞg for every t.
In the case where T is categorical, HI’s ignorability implies that 1fT ¼ tg and Y(t) are independent given
rðt; XÞ, where the GPS is evaluated at the particular value of t in the indicator function. Although achieving
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conditional independence of Y(t) and T would require conditioning on a family of GPS, HI provide an insightful
moment calculation to show how the response model described in section 2.2 can be used to compute the DRF.
Nonetheless conditioning on either R or rðt; XÞ, for any particular value of t does not guarantee that T is
uncorrelated with the potential outcomes. The fact that the GPS does not constitute a single score for each
individual restricts the response models that can be used. Subclassification, for example, is not feasible unless
the classifying variable is low dimensional. The advantage of IvD over HI is that Y(t) and T are conditionally
independent given the low-dimensional score, h, enabling the use of a wide-range of response models.

4 Estimating the DRF Using the P-FUNCTION
In this section, we propose a new method for robust estimation of the DRF using the PF. Online Appendix 2
discusses another new robust GPS-based method.

4.1 Using the P-FUNCTION in a SCM to estimate the DRF
IvD developed the PF to estimate the average treatment effect, rather than the full DRF. Nonetheless we use the
framework of IvD to compute the DRF in Simulation studies I and II (see Figures 1 and 3). The method we
employ, however, is constrained by its dependence on the parametric form of the within subclass model.
Practitioners would generally prefer a robust and flexible DRF, and here we propose a procedure that allows
such estimation. We view this estimate as the best available for a DRF in an observational study.
We begin by writing the DRF as
E½YðtÞ ¼ E½E½YðtÞjh ¼ E½E½YðTÞjh; T ¼ t

(10)

where the first equality follows from the law of iterated expectation and the second from the strong ignorability of
the treatment assignment given the PF. We estimate the DRF using the right-most expression in equation (10)
which we flexibly model using a SCM
E½YðTÞjh; T ¼ t ¼ fðh; TÞ

(11)

where fðÞ is a smooth function of h and T. In practice we replace h by ^h from the fitted treatment model. We
approximate the outer expectation in equation (10) by averaging over the empirical distribution of ^h, to obtain an
estimate of the DRF using a SCM of the PF
1
^
E½YðtÞ
¼
n

n
X

^ h^i ; tÞ
fð

(12)

i¼1

^ is the fitted SCM. We refer to this method of estimating the DRF as the SCM(PF) method and typically
where fðÞ
evaluate equation (12) on a grid of values of t1 ; . . . ; tD evenly spaced in range of the observed treatments.
Bootstrap standard errors are computed on the same grid.
Comparing equations (5) and (6) with equations (11) and (12), SCM(GPS) and SCM(PF) are algorithmically
very similar. The primary difference is the choice between the PF and GPS in the response model. As we shall see,
this change has a significant effect on the statistical properties of the estimates. Simply put, h is a much better
behaved predictor variable than is R. When using Gaussian linear regression for the treatment model, for example, h ¼ X >
i b, whereas R is the Gaussian density evaluated at T. As illustrated in section 1.3, the dependence of the
GPS on t and the non-monotonicity of this dependence both complicate the response model and pose challenges
to robust estimation.
^
^
Computing E½Yðt
0 Þ with equation (12) for some particular t0 involves evaluating fð; t0 Þ at every observed
^
^
value of h i . Invariably, the range of h observed among units with T near t0 is smaller than the total range of ^h, at
least for some values of t0. Thus, evaluating equation (12) involves some degree of extrapolation, at least for some
values of t. Luckily, this problem is relatively easy to diagnose with a scatter plot of the observed values of ðTi ; ^h i Þ.
The estimate in equation (12) may be biased for values of the treatment where the range of observed ^h i is relatively
small. As we illustrate in our simulation studies, however, equation (12) appears quite robust and this bias is small
relative to the biases of other available methods.
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Figure 6. Estimated Relative DRF Using SCM(PF) in Simulation Study I. The solid (dashed) lines represent the true (fitted) relative
DRF, the 95% confidence bands are plotted in grey, and the grid points are identical to those in Figure 1. The fitted relative DRF is
much improved compared with those of HI, SCM(GPS), IPW0, and IPWSW but without the linear assumptions of IvD (see Figure 1).
Correctly Specified Treatment Model
Misspecified Treatment Model

4.2 Simulation studies I–III revisited
We now revisit the simulation studies from section 3, which illustrate the potentially misleading results and/or high
variance of existing estimates of the DRF. Here, we compare these results with those of SCM(PF). In all cases, SCM
(PF) was fitted using the same (correctly specified or misspecified) treatment assignment model and with the same
equally spaced grid points. When fitting the SCM, we continue to use the penalized cubic regression spline basis for
both parameters (R and T) and a tensor product to construct a smooth fit of the continuous function fðh; TÞ (see mgcv
R-package documentation). Figure 6 shows the fitted (relative) DRF for SCM(PF) in Simulation I. The performance
of SCM(PF) is a dramatic improvement over all other methods in Simulation I; compare Figures 1 and 6.
The rightmost column of Figure 4 presents the results of the SCM(PF) method in Simulation study II.
Comparing Figures 3 and 4 again illustrates the advantages of the proposed method. The fits in Figure 3 are
quite dependent on the parametric choice of the response model, whereas the non-parametric fits illustrated in
Figure 4 do not require a parametric form. Among the non-parametric methods, the advantage of SCM(PF) over
SCM(GPS) and IPW0 is clear. It essentially eliminates bias with only a small increase in variance. Only IPWSW
has comparable statistical properties in this simulation.
In Simulation III, the correctly specified heteroscedastic treatment model is parameterized by a bivariate
function; h has two components which are equal to the mean and log-variance of the fitted treatment model.
Both components of h are used as predictor variables in the SCM used to model the response. The rightmost
column of Figure 5 shows that SCM(PF) performs very well in Simulation III, especially with the simpler
misspecified treatment model.
Overall, SCM(PF) consistently provides better estimates than HI, SCM(GPS), and IPW0, both in terms of bias
and variance. IPWSW also preforms better than these method and is comparable to SCM(PF) in Simulation II
(and Simulation IV, see online Appendix 1.3). In the bulk of our numerical studies (Simulations I and III, as well
as in Simulation V in online Appendix 1.4 and the applied example in section 5), however, SCM(PF) outperforms
even IPWSW.

5 Example: The effect of smoking on medical expenditures
5.1 Background
We now illustrate the available methods by estimating the DRF of smoking on annual medical expenditures. The
data we use were extracted from the 1987 National Medical Expenditure Survey (NMES) by Johnson et al.20
Its detailed information about frequency and duration of smoking allows us to continuously distinguish among
smokers and estimate the effects of smoking as a function of how much they smoke. The response variable,
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Figure 7. A Diagnostic for SCM(PF). Because the range of the h^ i when Ti > 3 is less than the overall range of h^ i estimating the DRF
for t > 3 involves extrapolation under the SCM and thus possible bias. The single individual with Ti slightly larger than three and ^h i less
than one is circled. Although this datapoint may mitigate bias for t near three, the fitted DRF for t > 3 may be seriously biased.

medical costs, is verified by multiple interviews and additional data from clinicians and hospitals. IvD used the
propensity function to estimate the average effect of smoking on medical expenditures. We extend their analysis
and study estimation of the full DRF. Like IvD, we adjust for the following subject-level covariates: age at the
times of the survey, age when the individual started smoking, gender, race (white, black, other), marriage status
(married, widowed, divorced, separated, never married), educational level (college graduate, some college, high
school graduate, other), census region (Northeast, Midwest, South, West), poverty status (poor, near poor, low
income, middle income, high income), and seat belt usage (rarely, sometimes, always/almost always).
To measure the cumulative exposure to smoking based on the self-reported smoking frequency and duration,
Johnson et al.20 proposed the variable of packyear, defined as
packyear ¼

number of cigarettes per day
 number of years smoked
20

(13)

We use logðpackyearÞ as our treatment variable. We follow Johnson et al.20 and IvD and discard all
individuals with missing values and conduct a complete-case analysis, yielding a sample of 9073 smokers.
Although in general complete-case propensity-score-based analyses produce biased causal inference unless the
data are missing completely at random,21 Johnson et al.20 showed that accounting for the missing data using
multiple imputation did not significantly affect their results.
Because the observed response variable, self-reported medical expenditure, denoted Y, is semicontinuous, we
use the two-part model of Duan et al.22 This involves first modeling the probability of spending some money on
medical care, PrðY > 0jT; XÞ, where T ¼ logðpackyearÞ, and X represents the covariates; and then modeling the
conditional distribution of Y given T and X for those who reported positive medical expenditure. To illustrate and
compare methods for computing the DRF, we concentrate on the second part of this model. Because the distribution of Y is skewed, we consider the model pðlogðYÞjY > 0; T; XÞ.
For our treatment assignment model, we use a Gaussian linear regression adjusted for all available covariates
and the second order terms of two age covariates. The model was fitted using sampling weights provided with the
original data. This is the same treatment assignment model used by IvD who demonstrate that it achieves adequate balance.

5.2 Simulation study based on the smoking data
This simulation study aims to mimic the characteristics of the actual data with the goal of comparing the statistical
properties of the proposed methods in as realistic a setting as possible. In particular, we do not alter the observed
covariates or treatment and use the same fitted treatment model used by IvD. Figure 7 presents a scatter plot of
the observed treatment variable, Ti ¼ logðpackyearÞ, and the values of the PF from the fitted treatment

Figure 8. Estimated DRFs for the Simulation Based on Smoking Data. The five columns correspond to the method of HI, SCM(GPS), IPWSW, IPW0 and SCM(PF) respectively. In all
plots, the dotted lines with bullets correspond to the fitted DRF. The true DRF is plotted as solid lines while dashed lines represent the fitted SCM of logðYÞ on T, unadjusted for the
covariates. The evaluation points are evenly spaced in t. The 95% asymptotic confidence bands plotted in grey are based on 1000 bootstrap replications. A lighter shade of grey is used
in the right-most column for t > 3 because the estimate is less reliable in this region. The performance of the SCM(PF) clearly dominates the other methods, especially for t < 3.
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assignment model, ^h i . As discussed in section 4.1, this plot can be used as a diagnostic for SCM(PF). Recall that
this estimate requires that we fit a SCM to predict the response variable as a function of Ti and ^h i . To estimate the
DRF at t, we must evaluate the fitted SCM at ðt; ^h i Þ using each observed ^h i in the data set. This involves
extrapolation and thus possible bias if the range of hi at a particular value of t is less than the overall range of
hi. Judging from Figure 7, this is a concern for t greater than about three. There is a solitary individual with Ti
slightly above three and ^h 1 < 1 that is circled in Figure 7. Even this single point can guard against significant
extrapolation bias for t less than three, but the concern remains for larger t. We emphasize that this diagnostic is
performed before the response model is fit.
To explore the robustness of the methods to different DRFs, we simulate the response variable under three
known DRFs and attempt to reconstruct them using HI, SCM(GPS), IPW0, IPWSW, and SCM(PF). In particular,
we assume logðYi ðtÞÞN ðE½logðYi ðtÞÞ; 0:52 Þ with t ¼ logðpackyearÞ and consider three functional forms for
E½logðYi ðtÞÞ:
4 2
 t þ ½logðagei Þ2
25
(
4  0:5  t þ ½logðagei Þ2 ;
Piecewise  Linear DRF : E½logðYi ðtÞÞ ¼
5  2:3  ðt  2Þ þ ½logðagei Þ2 ;
(
8:1 þ ½logðagei Þ2 ;
Hockey  Stick DRF : E½logðYi ðtÞÞ ¼
8:1 þ 1:5  ðt  3Þ2 þ ½logðagei Þ2 ;
Quadratic DRF : E½logðYi ðtÞÞ ¼

t  2
t > 2;
t  3
t > 3;

where age is the age at the time of the survey. We include age because it is the covariate most correlated with
logðpackyearÞ and thus most able to bias a naive analysis. Each of the response models was fitted using the
sampling weights.d
Each of the five methods was fitted to one data set generated under each of the three DRFs. We evaluate
each DRF at 10 points equally spaced between the 5% and 95% quantiles of logðpackyearÞ. The
results appear in Figure 8 in which rows correspond to the three generative models and columns represent
the method used to fit the DRF. In all plots, the true DRF is plotted as a solid line and a directly fitted SCM
of logðYÞ on T as a dashed line. This SCM fit is a simple bench mark; it does not account for covariates in any
way, in particular it does not adjust for any summary of the treatment assignment model. The fitted DRFs are
plotted with dotted lines and bullets indicate the grid where the estimates are evaluated. The shaded regions
represent 95% point-wise bootstrap confidence intervals. The diagnostic described in Figure 7 indicates possible
bias in the SCM(PF) method for t > 3. Thus, we plot the fit in this region in light grey to emphasize its potential
unreliability.
The HI fit misses the true DRF under all three generative models, even the quadratic DRF which coincides
with the parametric dependence of logðYÞ on T under HI’s response model. Instead, HI’s fitted DRF tends to
follow the unadjusted SCM fit of logðYÞ on T. Although SCM(GPS) improve somewhat on HI, it still exhibits a
cyclic pattern; notice its cubic-like fits in the first and third rows. Unfortunately, IPW0 again exhibits instability,
although in this case it takes the form of bias rather than variance. Although IPWSW performs significantly better
than IPW0 in our simulation studies, here the methods are essentially indistinguishable. Finally, SCM(PF) closely
matches the true DRF under all three generative models, at least for t < 3. As discussed above, we suspect bias for
t > 3 and see that the fitted DRF reverts to the unadjusted SCM in this range. The quality of the fit can be
improved still further by increasing the dimension of the basis used in the SCM. We do not purse this strategy,
however, for fear of over fitting. Overall, SCM(PF) appears to be the most reliable, especially considering the
diagnostic that alerts us the ranges of t where there is the potential for bias.

6 Concluding remarks
Propensity score methods have gained wide popularity among applied researchers in a number of disciplines.
Although they were originally designed exclusively for binary treatment regimes, the fact that treatment variables
of interest are not binary in many research settings has led to proposals for generalized propensity score methods.
These methods are applicable to a variety of non-binary treatment regimes, and their applications are becoming
increasingly common.
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In this article, we compare two frequently used generalized propensity score methods, the GPS of Hirano and
Imbens2 and the PF of Imai and van Dyk,3 as well as the GPS extensions of Flores et al.8 First, we show that the
suggested implementation of the HI method is sensitive to misspecification of the response model. Second, we
show that while SCM(GPS) exhibits substantial improvement over HI’s method, it remains biased and/or can
exhibit a cyclic artifact in some situations. Third, we demonstrate that while Flores et al.’s IPW0 can be highly
unstable, using RHB’s stabilized weights can significantly improve its performance. Finally, while IvD provides a
relatively robust estimate of the average causal effect, its main limitation is its inability to estimate the DRF. We
show how to obtain an estimate of the DRF based on the PF and empirically compare its performance to that of
the other estimates. We also give an explanation as to why the SCM(PF) method outperforms the SCM(GPS)
method. While SCM(PF) preforms well in comparison to other methods, it remains biased in realistic settings. We
emphasize that researchers should be cautious when using any method to estimate the full DRF with a continuous
treatment in an observational study.
There are several important challenges that must still be addressed. We have largely assumed that the propensity weights, GPS, and PF can be correctly estimated. This is an optimistic assumption given that modeling a
multi-valued or continuous treatment in a high-dimensional covariate space is much more difficult than doing so
for a binary treatment. Diagnostic tools developed for the binary treatment case are also not directly applicable to
general treatment regimes. Even more challenging is diagnosing misspecification in the response model. As we
have illustrated, this can lead to significant bias in the estimated DRF. Our proposals rely on implementing more
flexible response models in more natural spaces, but principled diagnostics for the response model remain elusive.
Diagnosing and correcting for imbalance in either the PF or the GPS is another difficulty. Since the subpopulation
that has propensity for treatment varies with the dose, the estimated dose–response function is in effect the
treatment effect on a varying subpopulation. Recently, researchers have started to develop new methods for
estimating the propensity weights, GPS, and PF in the presence of possible misspecification of the treatment
assignment model.6,7 Future research should also address the estimation of the DRF in the presence of possible
misspecification of the response model, as well as diagnostics tools.
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Notes
a. There are different nonparametric methods based on this model. For example, FFGN propose a nonparametric kernel
estimator with a polynomial regression of order 1,19 while Bia et al.18 propose using radial basis functions to avoid the need
for tensor product splines (they also propose a penalized spline method with tensor product).23 We use the SCM to facilitate
comparisons of the methods. As with equation (2), we use the mgcv package with penalized cubic regression splines as the
basis functions with dimension equal to five for both T and R^ along with a tensor product. We leave the comparison of these
different nonparametric methods to future research.
b. It would also complicate estimation of the DRF. Because the treatment assignment mechanism is strongly ignorable given
the propensity function (IvD), we aim to adjust for the propensity function in a robust manner in the response model. Thus,
adjusting for ^h within the subclasses poses no conceptional problem. In practice, however, ^h tends to be fairly constant
within subclasses and its coefficient tends to be correlated with the intercept. A solution is to recenter ^h within each subclass.
Because, we propose a more robust strategy for estimating the DRF using the PF in section 4.1, however, we do not purse
such adjustment strategies here.
c. Using the bandwidth of Fan and Gijbels19 as suggested by FFGN leads to numerical instability in 708 of the 1000 datasets
fit with IPW0 under the correctly specified treatment model. The bandwidth can be tuned to improve stability; results in
Figure 5 are based on a single bandwidth that gave stable results in 793 of the 1000 datasets. Although this procedure would
be difficult to implement with a single dataset, it gives the best possible representation to IPW0. The standard bandwidth of
Fan and Gijbels19 was used with the misspecified treatment model.
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d. When using IPW0 or IPWSW, we construct new weights by multipling the weights required by IPW and the sampling
weights. We also take the sampling weights into account when estimating the marginal distribution of the treatment with
IPWSW (using the density function in R). Ignoring the sampling weights leads to similar results.
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